The healthy profit
How investments in safety, health and
wellbeing are giving businesses the edge

A people focus
Business, as employer, is under scrutiny.
Investors, regulators, workers, customers,
the media and politicians are asking
questions of business about how it
looks after its people. It is a spotlight on
responsible and sustainable employment,
and a sharp contrast is emerging in the
responses of employers.
On the one hand, many businesses accredit a core
focus on safety, health and wellbeing as vital to
their competitive advantage. They are creating work
environments that support an agile, dynamic and
resilient organisation. It is a strategy that makes savings
and attracts fresh investment and new talent, they say.

It is a strikingly different story to the one of corporate
failures to protect employees or contractors. Here we
see brand-damaging fines of seven, sometimes eight
figures and parliamentary committees calling directors
to account for breaches and reports of poor work
conditions. In the UK alone, workplace injury and
illness is costing the economy nearly £15 billion every
year and employers lose almost £3 billion of this.

In addition to financial performance, employers must
increasingly account for social performance, including
metrics on the safety and health of their workforces.

In the analysis of workplace safety, health and
wellbeing, the gap between the costs of inaction and
the benefits of action has never been wider.

This report by IOSH examines why and how
smart businesses are transforming themselves
as employers to respond to such social and
commercial pressures as they seek to protect
and optimise their number one asset.

It explains why investors are demanding reassurances
about compliance with an increasing regulatory
emphasis on labour standards, ethical employment
practices and supply chain conditions.

It is why, more than ever, smart businesses focus on
‘people’ in the triple bottom line as they navigate
a course through a complex and challenging
commercial landscape.
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Global trends
At a macrosocial level, myriad global
trends are shaping a new world of work.
Work practices are changing, with between 20 and
30 per cent of the labour force in the USA and 15 EU
countries (up to 162 million people) now classified as
independent workers who are self-employed or
doing temporary work.
In the world economy we have an ageing workforce
– by 2050, 21 per cent of the world population will
be aged 60 years or older.
Advancements in technology are delivering progress
but questions remain about their impact on people at
work. In 2013, there were 1,628 consumer products
containing nanomaterials in 30 countries, almost four
times as many products as in 2006. The number of
people carrying a smartphone, connecting them as
employees and customers, has risen sharply.
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The cost of mental health is focusing the minds of
business leaders. In the UK, for example, mental
health problems cost an estimated £1,300 for every
employee in the UK economy, according to the
Centre for Mental Health.
Over the past decade there have been sharp
slowdowns in measured output per worker and
total factor productivity – a measure of innovation.
In advanced economies, for example, productivity
growth has dropped to 0.3 per cent, down from a
pre-crisis average of about one per cent.
Changes in demographics, technology, work practices
and life expectancy are among trends that are
transforming the environments in which we work,
and in these environments the risks of injury, illness
and loss of life are evolving also.
Though developed systems are available to protect
the safety, health and wellbeing of people at work,
some 2.78 million work-related deaths still occur
every year worldwide. Over 380,000 are fatal
accidents, with 2.4 million the result of
occupational diseases, including cancer.

Such large numbers are difficult to comprehend – they
can merely give global scale to the human cost of
health and safety failures. They provide the backdrop,
however, for a global drive to reduce the numbers of
people killed, injured or made ill through work.

A projected population of

8.3 billion

people by 2030 will need
50%

40%

35%

more energy more water more food
(PwC, 2016)

By 2020 6.58

7.6 billion

there will be an estimated

global population

connected devices
per person

(Cisco Internet Business Solutions Group, 2011)

20–30 per cent

of the labour force in the USA and 15 EU countries
(up to 162 million people) are now independent
workers who are self-employed or do temporary work
(McKinsey Global Institute, 2016)

By 2030

Mental health problems cost
an estimated £1,300 for every
employee in the UK economy

it is expected that workers aged
between 55 and 64 will make
up 30 per cent of the total
workforce in many countries

(Centre for Mental Health)

.

2.78 million
work-related deaths occur every year worldwide

Over 380,000
are fatal accidents

2.4 million

the result of occupational diseases, including cancer
(International Labour Organization et al, 2017)

(EU-OSHA, 2016)

By
2050

In 2013, there were

1,628
consumer
products
containing
nanomaterials

in 30 different countries,
almost four times as many
products compared to 2006
(European Environment
Agency, 2015)

it is forecast that the GDP of E7
countries (‘emerging’ economies
including China, India and Brazil) will
stand at $138.2 trillion, compared
with a GDP of $69.3 trillion for G7
countries. (PwC, 2016)

More than

1.2 million industrial robots

are in daily operation around the world
(NIC, 2012)

The cost of sequencing
a human genome fell from

$2.7 billion

to only a few thousand dollars
in the ten years up to 2013
(European Environment Agency, 2015)
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The social imperative
A number of recent developments have
illustrated the onus now on business to
operate sustainably and responsibly as
employer.
Since customers want to behave in an ethically
responsible manner, companies are compelled
to show that they and their supply chains
operate responsibly too. With the rise of social
media, customer and advocacy groups have
the perfect platform to highlight any lapses.
There has been a well-documented shift in the demands
working people place on prospective employers.
In a 2015 report, the international communications
organisation Global Tolerance pointed to a ‘values
revolution’ in the workforce, with over two-thirds
of people thinking that businesses, governments
and non-profits all need to deliver more social and
environmental change. Nearly three quarters want to
see more transparency and 81 per cent want more
accountability.
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And business responsibility and sustainability is also
now a regulatory question.
In 2016, the International Labour Organization’s
Forced Labour Protocol came into effect and has
been ratified by 27 member states so far.
It marked a worldwide effort by countries to stamp
out unethical employment practices – the passing
of the Modern Slavery Act in the UK in 2015 is a
recent milestone.
Also in 2016, the UK introduced new sentencing
guidelines for health and safety offences that
produced a steep rise in the level of fines, with 19
fines of £1 million or more in that year compared
to three in 2015.
As with the Forced Labour Protocol and Modern
Slavery Act, the guidelines testified to the society-wide
abhorrence of a dereliction of duty of care by offenders.
Legal changes now underlined the reputational and
financial harm caused by such a dereliction.

These regulatory and commercial pressures explain
why businesses are now reporting to stakeholders
on social performance, and specifically on metrics
on workplace safety and health.
A survey of 500 business leaders by Opinium for the
Institution of Occupational Safety and Health (IOSH)
revealed that four in five medium to large enterprises
now include such metrics in annual reports and reports
to shareholders.
How business cares for the people it employs, both
directly and indirectly, is being forced into the open by
a demand by society for greater transparency. Now,
more than ever, failures to safeguard working people’s
safety and health have harmful repercussions for a
business’s reputation and profitability.

£36m
The Modern Slavery Act, passed in
2015, requires all companies with
turnover of £36m or more that conduct
business in the UK to report publicly on
what they are doing to ensure there
is no slavery in their supply chains
(Modern Slavery Act, legislation.gov.uk)

27

member states ratified the International
Labour Organization’s Forced Labour
Protocol in 2016 (ILO Standards on
Forced Labour: The New Protocol and
Recommendation, 2016)

19
The number of fines of £1 million or
more for health and safety offences in
the UK rose from three in 2015 to 19
in 2016 (Health and Safety Sentencing
Guidelines: One Year On, IOSH-Osborne
Clarke LLP, 2016)
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Human capital
Societal pressures on business to behave
responsibly have strengthened the
relationship between social and
financial performance.
Businesses must consider the safety, health and wellbeing of workers as part of their sustainable business
practices, because it enables them to operate
safely in their work environments in the long-term,
says think tank The Center for Safety and Health
Sustainability.
It is why future-fit businesses, such as those featured
later in this report, go beyond legal compliance,
recognising that good safety policies and practices
have a direct impact on the amount of available
human capital. They identify occupational health
and wellbeing activities as having a positive impact
on their workers’ effectiveness. They understand
that measures that engender a positive, caring work
culture improve the image of a company, to its
customers, investors and potential new talent.
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Intangible assets such as human capital, reputation,
brand, skills and knowledge and stakeholder
relationships are increasingly important in business,
and they are all contingent on an organisation’s
emphasis on the safety, health and wellbeing of
its workforce.
This is reflected in a report by the International Social
Security Association, which estimated that for every
euro invested in occupational safety and health,
there is a return of €2.20. And for return to work
programmes, ISSA estimates an average return on
investment ratio of 3:7 for employers, 2:9 for social
security systems and 2:8 for society as a whole.
The case for smart investments in safety and health
is strong and it needs to be made. However, if
future-fit businesses are identifying the benefits and
are focusing accordingly, others need convincing.

While the majority of medium to large businesses
proactively manage absenteeism, it appears
many are not making the connection with return
on investment. The IOSH survey found that less
than a quarter of organisations cite increased
resilience as a benefit, with less than a third
identifying increased rates of productivity.
At a time when business is facing social pressures
to employ people responsibly and sustainably, it
is gathering evidence of the benefits to resilience
and productivity of safety and health investment,
beyond legal compliance. It is also clear, however,
that opinion on the full value of such investment
is not universally held. Possibly this is due to the
latency and sometimes hidden nature of work-related
illnesses, and the difficulty in measuring and setting
performance targets in this area.

92%
40%

Four in 10 leaders of mediumsized businesses surveyed said
sickness absence had had a
significant, detrimental impact on
their organisation’s productivity
in the last five years (Survey of
Medium and Large Businesses,
IOSH-Opinium, 2017)

€2.20
There is a return of €2.20 for every one
euro invested in occupational safety and
health, according to the International
Social Security Association (Calculating
the international return on prevention
for companies – Final report 2013, ISSA)

30%

Only 30% of medium to large
businesses that proactively
manage absenteeism are
recognising increased rates
of productivity as a benefit,
and 30% see greater staff
engagement as a benefit (Survey
of Medium and Large Businesses,
IOSH-Opinium, 2017)
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Popular culture
Professional services firm Deloitte asked
senior executives for the top issues they
are now facing, and these ranked as the
top five:
1
2
3
4
5

Organisational design
Leadership
Culture
Engagement
Learning.

As a driver for social and financial performance, the
forward-thinking business is integrating its investment
in workplace safety and health across the top five.
Take culture. The profitability of a business, its
reputation and its resilience during times of change
are all inextricably linked to the way its people work
together. It is not lost on leaders that, in the middle
of changes in personnel, technology and external
factors, such as political and economic uncertainty,
the shared values and behaviours of a workforce can
underpin its long-term performance.
Get a company culture right and the business
attracts, harnesses and retains the best talent.
A business enhances its image as a caring employer
– a benefit recognised by investors and customers
who want their businesses to behave responsibly.
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Culture is becoming part of the brand and in an age
of increasing transparency and scrutiny, it is achieving
for businesses that intangible asset so vital to their
survival: trust. A company can be trusted if it cares,
has high standards of behaviour and its people pull
in the same direction.
How a company’s people look after each other is
central to how they work together, and this is why
many businesses are driving innovation in safety
and health leadership and learning. As with all
innovations, however, the rates of adoption across
business varies.
Most medium and large businesses receive advice
from a safety and health specialist, but less than a
third see the role as ‘a central component in creating
a positive, productive work culture’ and only 30 per
cent identify the safety and health expert as ‘essential
to the success of the business’.
Greater staff engagement (30%) and increased rates
of productivity (30%) were ranked highest among
leaders as benefits to measures to improve safety
and health in the workplace.

Health and safety training for employees was
identified by 38 per cent of business leaders in the
IOSH survey as a popular tactic for ensuring their
workforce remains safe, healthy and productive.
When it examined the level of investment in safety and
health learning at different levels of an organisation,
the survey revealed that little more than a quarter
(28%) of business leaders invested in their own
learning, to develop an organisational strategy and
culture with safety, health and wellbeing at its core.
It is a finding that suggests a delegation of decisionmaking and a lack of a board-level, strategic focus
on safety and health for many companies.
To drive improved results, resilience and reputation,
the future-fit business does not have a stand-alone
safety and health strategy – safety and health is an
integral part of its corporate strategy, culture and
structure. In the minds of a significant proportion of
leaders, however, safety and health is a compliance
issue to be delegated.

28%

When asked who in their
organisation receives health
and safety training to manage
absence, 33% of business
leaders said managers, 38%
said employees and only 28%
said directors
(Survey of Medium and Large
Businesses, IOSH-Opinium, 2017)

31%

Safety and health
professionals are considered
a central component in
creating a positive, productive
work culture by only 31%
of business leaders, and less
than a third say they are
essential to the success of the
business (Survey of Medium
and Large Businesses, IOSHOpinium, 2017)

92%
38%

Only 38% of business leaders
used training as a tactic for
managing absence through
injury or ill health (Survey of
Medium and Large Businesses,
IOSH-Opinium, 2017)
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“

My job is to lead
Clancy Docwra in the
journey to become the
most trusted provider
of essential services

“

Seamus Keogh – Clancy Docwra

“Everything we do is for somebody
else,’ says Clancy Docwra Chief
Executive Seamus Keogh, ‘and
their attitudes, behaviours and
requests all have a health, safety and
environmental impact. It’s part of
my job to encourage us to rise to the
standards our clients are setting and,
in some cases, to help our clients rise
to the standards we are setting.”
As chief executive of construction
contractor Clancy Docwra, an
estimated 40 per cent of Seamus’s
time is still dedicated to safety and
health issues. In a business employing
2,500 people on hazardous tasks
ranging from high-voltage cable
installation to foundation piling, he
says his time is well spent on ensuring
harm is minimised.
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“You can’t be a trusted provider of
anything if you don’t keep your people
safe and healthy every single day.”
With a large proportion of its order
book tied to regulated businesses,
such as water companies, maintaining
and enhancing the firm’s reputation
is a priority. ‘A significant part of our
business comes up for renewal every
five years,’ he says. ‘We are now
working towards our 2020 vision
which is to be the most trusted,
because if we are we will secure all
our framework agreements again with
major clients.
“We’ve never said safety is our number
one priority or anything like that. What
we have said is that we are a valuesbased business and we are continually
trying to improve our health and safety.
And if you are not talking about it all
the time you will not improve on it.”

“

In my career I’ve met
many leaders and I still
haven’t met one who
didn’t care about safety

Reyes Gonzalez – Heineken

Reyes saw it as a priority to change
the mind-set that past performance
helped to guarantee future safety.
“There was a lot of tradition in the
company of rewarding people for
zero accidents,” she says. “But we
can’t reward people for doing nothing
because you could just be lucky but
not be doing anything positive.”
It was important to make people
aware of the behaviour and working
environment that would maintain
a low incident level. “That was an
eye-opener for them,” she says. “We
found a lot of places where we still
had a long way to go.”
Breweries are hazardous environments.
For example, packing machinery can
cause serious injury if workers are not
separated from fast-moving parts.
Work at height over tanks and pits
is also common.

“

Reyes says the central safety team
has pushed managers to pay more
attention to activities that have the
highest injury potential.
The company has also invested in
upgrading equipment, including
bottling, canning and packing lines.
The measures have paid off. “We had
a decrease in accident frequency rate
of 20 per cent in 2015 compared with
2014 – so we met our target of a 10
per cent reduction,” Reyes says. “In
my career I’ve met many leaders and I
still haven’t met one who didn’t care
about safety – maybe I’m very lucky,”
she says. “But they didn’t always know
what to do.
“What makes me really proud is the
point when they begin to change and
understand that you can put a lot of
effort in, but to succeed with safety and
health you need to work efficiently.”

“

There is nothing
worse than having a policy
you know is not going to
be followed

“

John Corden – Southern Water

Southern Water maintains 365
treatment works, 2,375 pumping
stations and 13,793 km of water
mains across southern England.
Unsurprisingly, Head of Health and
Safety John Corden cites road risk as
a primary threat to employee safety.
Ten years ago the company installed
location trackers in its fleet of more
than 600 vehicles. “Interestingly, that
paid for itself in a matter of months
through reduced fuel costs,”.
The tracking systems have evolved so
drivers’ line managers now receive
detailed monthly reports on their
performance, including speeding or
excessively sharp braking. The metrics
are aggregated into divisional and
company-wide reports.
And the company has been trialling a
system named Lightfoot, which gives
drivers instant feedback through red
lights on the vehicle dashboard for

poor road technique and green lights
for praiseworthy technique.
John says he understands why some
organisations have banned mobile
phones on the road to reduce driver
distraction but he is unwilling to
follow suit for two reasons. The
first is practical: at Southern Water,
maintenance and repair jobs are
relayed to engineers via mobile phone,
as are appointment changes. “Rather
than have them drive halfway across
the South East to an appointment that
has been cancelled I think it’s sensible
to have a short conversation to say
they should turn around.”
The second reason is one of principle.
“There is nothing worse than having
a policy you know is not going to be
followed... I’d rather have a pragmatic
solution that takes out the obvious risk
of making calls when you are driving
or having demanding conversations.”

“

A lot of stories employees
offer about improving safety
relate to their home lives.
That’s how we try to make it
personal to people
Dylan Roberts – Skanska

Skanska’s 2016 annual report says “at
all operational levels every Skanska
employee should be a manager of
risk”. How is that responsibility made
clear to the workforce?
Director of Health and Safety Dylan
Roberts says the message that risk
perception and control is everyone’s
duty starts at induction. All employees
and contractors go through a four-hour
orientation session as part of the injuryfree environments (IFE) programme.
Each induction includes a session by a
senior staff member who explains why
they are personally committed to safe
workplaces. After the senior manager
has left, the inductees are encouraged
to discuss whether they are convinced
by that person’s authenticity. “Do we
really believe them? How committed
do we really think they are? And
that’s absolutely an open and honest
conversation,” says Dylan.
The orientation then moves on to
Skanska’s expectations of its staff or
anyone working on its sites: that no

“

work should be carried out unsafely and
that everyone has the duty to challenge
unsafe behaviour and to be open to
challenge themselves.
Dylan says the injury-free environments
programme emphasises the need for
safe behaviour everywhere and that
a lot of stories employees offer about
improving safety relate to their home
lives. “That’s how we try to make it
personal to people,” he says.
Is Skanska’s injury-free campaign
working towards an achievable goal or
simply an ideal that it is important to get
as close to as possible? (Skanska’s global
lost-time accident rate was 2.8 per
million hours worked in 2016, a drop
from 3.3 in 2015, after three years when
it remained broadly level.)
“Will we ever get to an injury-free
environment? If we started to measure
at 08.00 this morning and everybody
goes home safe at the end of today,
we got there today,” says Dylan.
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A call to action
Business understands that its performance
now relies on it demonstrating, in
an open and transparent way, that
it employs people responsibly and
sustainably. The safety and health of
the workforce has become integral to
its success.

Citing expense among the barriers, many smaller
companies identify safety and health as a cost rather
than an investment, or as a compliance issue rather
than a driver for performance.

Business can adapt to a changing world of work by
moving beyond a compliance approach, to embed
safety, health and wellbeing in its culture and
strategic direction.

And a Harvard study, backed by the Center for Safety
and Health Sustainability, found that many global
companies failed to report occupational safety and
health data publicly, though they collect the data.

Then it will stand up to scrutiny as a responsible
employer, and harness the many benefits a safe,
healthy and productive workforce can deliver.

And future-fit businesses, including those featured
in this report, are addressing safety and health
strategically, at board level.

The case for the responsible and sustainable
employment of people as a driver for business
performance, with a strategic approach to
organisation-wide safety and health, is clear.
However, a full consensus across business has
not been achieved.

However, difficulties remain in doing so for
many companies. Three quarters of business
leaders (76%) interviewed for the IOSH survey
said they faced barriers to investing in safety
and health for all members of their organisation,
with a lack of interest in the management
team the most common among them.
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IOSH is calling for such a consensus. Its call to action
to businesses is to make investment in the safety and
health of their workforces, at every level, integral to
their corporate strategies and cultures – and to be
transparent in how they report against safety and
health performance.

76%

Three quarters (76%) of
businesses say they have faced
barriers in investing in health
and safety for all members
of the organisation, most
commonly because of a lack
of interest in the management
team (25%) (Survey of Medium
and Large Businesses, IOSHOpinium, 2017)

IOSH

for Business

To find out more about IOSH for Business, email business@iosh.com
or call our IOSH for Business team, on +44 (0)116 257 3605.
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for Business

IOSH
The Grange
Highfield Drive
Wigston
Leicestershire
LE18 1NN
UK
t +44 (0)116 257 3100
www.iosh.com
twitter.com/IOSH_tweets
facebook.com/IOSHofficial
tinyurl.com/IOSH-linkedin
youtube.com/IOSHchannel
instagram.com/ioshofficial

IOSH is the Chartered body for health and safety
professionals. With over 47,000 members in more
than 130 countries, we’re the world’s largest
professional health and safety organisation.
We set standards, and support, develop and
connect our members with resources, guidance,
events and training. We’re the voice of the
profession, and campaign on issues that affect
millions of working people.
IOSH was founded in 1945 and is a registered
charity with international NGO status.

Institution of Occupational Safety and Health
Founded 1945
Incorporated by Royal Charter 2003
Registered charity in England and Wales No. 1096790
Registered charity in Scotland No. SC043254
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